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RT35 Vertical Fixing Instructions

PRODUCT SHEET: GRACE 4 COLUMN 960MM

Please unpack your delivery carefully and inspect the radiator
and contents – any damages or shortages must be notified to
PRODUCT SHEET: GRACE 4 COLUMN 960MM
your supplier within 3 days of delivery of your goods.
Inside your accessories box you will have - 4 wall brackets, 4 plastic
sleeves

SPECIFICATIONS FOR RT35
Materials
Connections

Steel
½” Flow and Return

Test Pressure

6 Bar

Testing Authority

EN442

Max operation pressure

4 Bar

Max working temperature 90c
These can be cleaned using a soft
damp cloth with a non-abrasive
cleaning product.

INSTALLATION and FIXING
The fixing positions for the top 2 brackets are measured at 93mm in
output per section:
from each end of the top Heat
collector
and measured down 140mm.
In order to accurately mark
the bottom bracket fixing positions we
Leg section height:
suggest you mark, fix and Middle
level
the top 2 brackets first. Then hang
section height:
Heat output per section:
the radiator, ensuring it isSection
vertically
level and manually hold the
length:
bottom
brackets in position
while marking. Then using suitable
Leg section
height:
Radiator depth:
drill bit fix the brackets ensuring
that all brackets are level.
Bottom inlet to floor:

137 W

Middle section height:

Top inlet to floor:
There is aSection
diverter
length: which is shown by a small indentation on the underside of
Pipe centres to skirting board:
one of the collectors. When fitting the radiator,
the indentation must be at the
Radiator depth:
bottom to ensure the water will flow correctly.

Bottom inlet to floor:

Empty weight leg section:

Pipe centres to skirting board:

Internal volume section:

With the brackets
firmly fixed, level and the
plastic sleeves fitted and the
Empty weight middle section:
Top inlet to floor:
diverter at the bottom the radiator is lowered directly onto the brackets.
PLEASE NOTE: That in accordance with Part L1 2006 of the Building Regulations
Radiator sections:
and BS7593:1992 code of practice for the
treatment of hot water and central
End
caps
and reducing bushes:
Empty weight
leg recommend
section:
heating systems,
we
flushing the heating
Empty weight middle section:

Guarantee

Head Office

Our radiators are assembled and painted in the UK to the highest standards, w

Tel: 01727 840344

guarantee lasts ten years and covers not only manufacturing defects but also d

volume
The Radiator Centre,Internal
7 Holywell
Hill, Stsection:
Albans, AL1 1EU
Radiator sections:
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